Moon Photos Show Tracks

SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI) — The world got a spectacular aerial perspective of the Tranquility Module of the Apollo 12 moon landing when it released a 360-degree view of the lunar surface.

The photograph was taken by an American astronaut on the moon and transmitted back to Earth via the Apollo 12 spacecraft. It shows a detailed view of the lunar surface, including craters, landforms, and rock formations.

### Inside News

**Moon Photos**

Two images were taken by astronauts during the Apollo 12 mission, one of the lunar surface and another of the Tranquility Module. The images provide a detailed view of the lunar terrain and its features.

**UR Coming To El Reno?**

By RICHARD CLARK

By 8:30 a.m. Tuesday, the first truckload of water was scheduled to be delivered to the city's water system.

**Gas Prices Start Rising In City Area**

By EVAN FELDER

Gas prices in the city area are set to rise, with the first increase expected on June 12. The rise is due to the influx of tourists and the increasing demand for fuel.

**Courthouse Plan Fails**

NORMANDY — Cleveland County voters rejected a $5.5 million bond issue to construct a new courthouse and parking garage.

The bond issue was defeated by a margin of 54 to 46 percent.

**Mars Photos**

By JIM WOLF

Six photos of Mars were taken by the Mariner 9 spacecraft as it orbited the planet. The images show the surface of Mars, including its canyons, mountains, and valleys.

**Nixon Off To Vietnam**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Richard Nixon left Wednesday morning for a five-day visit to Vietnam.

A trip requested by Air Force One officials, the president's plane was scheduled to arrive in Vietnam on Thursday morning.

### Lawton Battles Poverty

LAWTON — Comanche County is the most in Oklahoma. It is a county that is characterized by poverty, with a high proportion of its residents living below the poverty line.

According to the most recent statistics, the county has a poverty rate of 14 percent, which is higher than the state average of 12 percent.

### Top Stories

**NO’ VOTES BLOCK NEW SCHOOL PLAN**

Busing Issue Brings Lott, Estes ‘Balk’

In Lott, two members of the Oklahoma House of Representatives had agreed to introduce a new bill to establish a new school district, which would include a significant portion of the city's black population.
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Bring your husband, bring your kids Wednesday. Why?
OUR AFTER-INVENTORY SALE STARTS WED.
We start one day early so our Weekend Shoppers can have the advantage of an extra bonus day of savings, Wednesday.

Dillard's Brown-Dunkin
SALE
BIG VALUE IN SHIRTSHIFTS!
only $3.99

ANNUAL SALE of
American Tourister LUGGAGE
40% to 50% OFF REGULAR PRICES
This right in time for graduation, and especially if you need to give it as a graduation gift. It's also a great way to do some pre-Holiday shopping. The sale runs Wednesday.

NOTICE!...
All Thursday advertised items are also available today (Thursday). This store special WEDNESDAY ONLY, don't miss out!
FIRST PHOTOS SHOW 'GREAT LEAP'

Moonwalk Film Clears Quarantine

NASA Photos Via UPI

Boys Clubs Of America In City

Guaranteed One-Coat Acrylic Latex Paint

Save! Powr-Kraft socket set

Excellence spoken here!

Wards Award-Winning Underwear of Long-Staple Egyptian Cotton Gives You Superior
Comfort, Wear... Yours Now At $1 Savings!

Ward Men's Sat.
Regularly $3 for 3.99
3 for 2.99

'Change of Art Wards

Guards your home when you're away!
Citizens Moving To Dallas

War Makes Men Out Of Boys
Say Veterans, Young People

Assistant: The document contains various articles and advertisements. The main headline is about citizens moving to Dallas due to war. There are also sections about socially seen events, sporting news, and a sale advertisement for Philco-Ford appliances. The layout includes images and text boxes, typical of a newspaper format. The text is not divided into paragraphs, making it challenging to extract exact quotes. The document appears to be a mix of news articles and commercial advertisements. The content is not fully legible due to the layout and image quality.
Looney, At 26, Still Has Much To Prove

Tunnell Gives Probables

South Lineup Taking Shape

Twall Blitz Tiger Aces Sweep Pair

Prep Hall To Induct 11 Coaches

89ers Crumple Omaha In 8th

Junior Medalist Upset By Moody

Tarkenton Injured In Giant Workout

Looney No Messenger

Tolan, Cincy Nudge Expos Giants Ax Cubs, 4-2, On Triple

Cardinals Riddle San Diego, 10-4

Shegog Late Loses Spot

Metro Slow Powell, Robby Junior Scoreboard Douse Royals

Rawlins, Dills Four Back At 76

Indians Sweep 3 From Chiefs

Saints Cut Ron South

Looney No Messenger
Editorials

Expanded Lifespan Effects

The dramatic increase in average life expectancy that has been observed in the last few decades is a result of a combination of factors including medical advances, improvements in living conditions, and changes in lifestyle. However, the question of whether this increase is sustainable and what its implications are for society remains a topic of discussion.

One of the most notable changes is the aging population, which has significant implications for healthcare, social services, and the economy. As people live longer, there is a growing need for better healthcare and support services for the elderly.

State Editors Say

Billy Graham

Virginia Payette
Headed For Oblivion

No More Lost Bags?

Melvin Walker’s Services Today

Vital Statistics

Weather Word

Cheaper by the doesn’t.

OUT OF SHAPE?

DON’T BE

LET US PUT YOU IN SHAPE . . .YOUR BODY NEEDS THE QUickest, Safest, Easiest WAY THERE IS . . .

- NEW PEP & ENERGY
- OVERCOME FATIGUE

FASTER TO SEE, FASTER TO DO

Call 846-8626 for Details

BUY AMERICAN!!

USED CAR SHOPPERS: Ford Dealers

Used Cars are the best you can get!
Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange
$200,000 ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW & SALE

SIMMONS BONANZA of BARGAINS!

SIMMONS MISMATCHED SLEEP SETS

$68

320 Cols.
Discontinued and "MINT & EACH" Regardless of former price!

SIMMONS HOLLYWOOD OUTFITS START AT

SIMMONS STUDIO DIVAN

$78

A Sink by day... ten twin beds at night!
Your choice of a rainbow of colors—many types of a kind.

SIMMONS SLEEP-WELL SET

SIMMONS COIL-ON-COIL SLEEP SET

$88

Two Twin Sets! One Show & Sale price! Mattress, springs, pillow, fitted sheets, all cotton, new, new, new!

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS 800 SOUTH WESTERN 242-2461 OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9 SUNS 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING

Classified Advertising

Call 2-3022 today!
GANDARA'S ANNIVERSARY SECOND. SELL-ABRATION

HUNDREDS OF NEW FACTORY FRESH BUICKS & OPELS IN STOCK AND ARE ARRIVING DAILY. JUST FOR OUR 2ND ANNIVERSARY SALE

THESE ARE NOT PICKED OVER LEFT OVERS OKLAHOMA'S NO. 1 BUICK DEALER FINISHES HIS SECOND YEAR. HOW TO MAKE ALL BUCKS AGAIN HE IS OPEN ABOUT IT NO TIME IN OKLAHOMA'S HISTORY THERE HAS BEEN SUCH A SELECTION OF NEW BUICKS & OPELS • SPECIALS • SKYLARKS • LESABRES • ELECTRAS • RIVIERAS • WILDCATS • OPELS ALL COLORS ALL MODELS

GREATEST SAVINGS IN HISTORY! WE SELL 'EM NOT HOLD 'EM YOU WON'T BELIEVE THE SAVINGS UNTIL YOU SEE IT FOR YOURSELF!

OPEN TILL 9 PM FOR YOUR SUNDAY EVENING CONVENIENCE

FLETWELL'S USED CARS YELLOW TAG AIR CONDITIONING SALE

END OF MONTH TRADE-IN SALE

BUICKS COST BELOW RETAIL Low Overhead Closeout Deals Only 15 Minutes Of Your Time

Pay in full and we'll save your money! Drive To Eagle

FLETWELL'S CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • IMPERIAL

END OF MONTH TRADE-IN SALE

BUICKS COST BELOW RETAIL Low Overhead Closeout Deals Only 15 Minutes Of Your Time

Pay in full and we'll save your money! Drive To Eagle

2 FOR THE MONEY.